Relationship between a chromatin anomaly in ataxia-telangiectasia cells and enhanced sensitivity to DNA damage.
The cellular basis for the enhanced sensitivity to ionising radiation and some DNA damaging chemicals in ataxia-telangiectasia (AT) cells is not clearly understood. Abnormalities in cell-cycle traverse, chromosome stability and DNA synthesis patterns have suggested that a chromatin associated defect may be the primary lesion in AT. This study involves an attempt to define such an anomaly by the use of a vital DNA specific bis-benzimidazole dye (Hoechst 33342) and deoxyribonuclease II as probes for chromatin organisation in intact and permeabilised human cells respectively. Despite similar DNA binding characteristics (determined by flow cytometry) of Ho33342 in normal and AT transformed fibroblasts, the AT cells show: (i) enhanced cell killing and increased accumulation of cells in G2 phase of the cell-cycle [both biological responses being relatively resistant in AT cells to modification by an inhibitor of poly (ADP ribosyl)ation], (ii) no resistance of de novo DNA synthesis to Ho33342-induced inhibition, (iii) elevated levels of slow-rejoining ligand-induced DNA strand-breaks, and (iv) enhanced expression of chromatin regions accessible to an exogenously supplied endonuclease. The results are interpreted on the basis that a chromatin anomaly of enhanced nuclease susceptibility, involving a minor fraction of the genome, may be a controlling factor in the expression of the various in vivo and in vitro characteristics of AT cells.